Abstract -Throughout the museum sector, the notion of considering museums as integral to the innovation debate is gaining momentum. Dawson [1] suggests that the imperative to adapt and innovate is sometimes at odds with traditional ways of delivering organizational programs. In Australia, museums have historically been seen as part of the cultural heritage/ arts/ welfare sector and have, for the most part, been overlooked, or undervalued in discussions of innovation and creativity [2].
SUMMARY
Dawson [1] provides some compelling arguments to suggest that innovation requires collaboration. Three-way communication which responds to the knowledge which audiences bring with them, establishes the foundation for new models of interaction and participation. Without exploring these in structured ways, there is a chance that museums will lose the potential to lead innovation. Poulson and Kale [3] define commercial experiences as "an engaging act of co-creation between a provider and a consumer wherein the consumer perceives value in the encounter and in the subsequent memory of that encounter". While their discussion is directed toward the creation of commercial experiences, is it so far from the types of interaction and participation which we would hope to achieve in the cultural sector?
In 2008, The Museum of New Zealand, Te Papa Tongarewa launched two new permanent exhibitions which have, at their heart, co-created and user-generated content. Our Space [4] includes an 18metre projection wall where audiences load their content and create works. Following their visit, they are able to upload images which are then transferred to kiosks within the physical space and are made available for audiences to remix. The exhibition includes The Map, a large floor map of New Zealand where audience movement triggers images which appear on the mirrored media walls and glass floor. This exhibition is a significant example of the conversion from virtual usergenerated content to physical cultural interactive experiences.
The Map and Our Space are some of the first permanent museum exhibitions in the world to incorporate user-generated and co-created content and in turn, are significant
